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The Mathews Men: seven
brothers and the war against
Hitler’s U-boats
By William Geroux (2016)
The story of the men of the Merchant Marine who gave exceptional
service to a nation at war.
940.54 GEROUX
I am Malala: the girl who stood
up for education and was shot
by the Taliban
By Malala Yousafzai (2015)
No one expected young Malala
Yousafzai to survive after being
shot by the Taliban for speaking
out about the need for girls to
have access to schools. BIO YOUSAFZAI
Becoming Nicole: The
Transformation of an American
Family
By Amy Ellis Nutt (2015)
A family with a transgender girl and
her identical twin brother take an
extraordinary journey to understand
and nurture the uniqueness of all their family
and others like them. 306.768 NUTT
Find A Way
By Diana Nyad (2015)
A 64 year old Olympian sets out to
achieve what she failed to do at 30
years old by completing a 110 mile
swim between Cuba and Florida in
shark-infested waters. BIO NYAD,
Audiobook
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Elephant Company: the
inspiring story of an unlikely
hero and the animals who
helped him save lives in World
War II
By Vicki Croke (2014)
Billy Williams and his elephants help
to defeat the Japanese in Burma. 940.542
CROKE, E-book

The Boys in the Boat: nine
Americans and their epic
quest for gold at the 1936
Berlin Olympics
By Daniel Brown (2014)
The story of how 9 working class
boys persevered against the
odds to compete in the 1936 Olympic
games. 797.123 BROWN, LP,
Audiobook
No Hero: the evolution of a
Navy SEAL
By Mark Owen (2014)
Moments from a SEAL’s career
and the lessons and values he
hopes to impart to future generations. BIO OWEN
The Dog Who Could Fly: the
incredible true story of a
World War II airman and the
four-legged hero who flew by
his side
By Damien Lewis (2014)
An abandoned puppy and RAF
pilot survive crashes and parachute landings during World War II.
940.54 LEWIS
American Story: A lifetime
search for ordinary people
doing extraordinary things
By Bob Dotson (2013)
The story of inspiring individuals
across the nation who have quietly
performed everyday miracles. 973
DOTSON
Beautiful Souls: saying no,
breaking ranks, and heeding
the voice of conscience in
dark times
By Eyal Press(2012)
The stories of resisters who carry
out bold acts of dissent, clinging to their
convictions with unusual ferocity. 179
PRE

Fearless: the undaunted
courage and ultimate
sacrifice of Navy SEAL Team
six operator Adam Brown
By Eric Blehm (2012)
The story of Adam Brown,
whose heroism and devotion
stand as a beacon to his friends
and family, even after his death in Afghanistan. BIO BROWN

Born to Run: a hidden tribe,
superathletes, and the
greatest race the world has
never seen
By Christopher McDougall (2009)
The secrets of the world’s greatest
runners, the Tarahumara Indians
of Mexico, are revealed by the author from
his training for a fifty mile race.
796.42 MACDOUGALL

Unbroken: a World War II
story of survival, resilience
and redemption
By Laura Hillenbrand (2010)
Louis Zamperini took up running
to avoid trouble as a teen, and
went on to compete in the 1936
Berlin Olympics. When he enlisted to fight
in World War II, his plane crashed. Clinging to a life raft, he survived and continued fighting, only to be sent to a POW
camp in Asia. BIO ZAMPERINI, LP, Audiobook, DVD, BLU-RAY

Playing the Enemy: Nelson
Mandela and the game that
made a nation
By John Carlin (2008)
Apartheid’s grip was broken, at least
partially, through Mandela’s use of a
beloved rugby team to unify the torn
nation. 968.065 CARLIN (See also: Invictus DVD)

Extraordinary, Ordinary
People: a memoir of family
By Condoleeza Rice (2010)
The story of her life from the
hostile city of Birmingham, Alabama to her days at Stanford
University and
Washington, DC through the lens of her
“ordinary” family. BIO RICE
One Dog At a Time: saving
the strays of Afghanistan
By Pen Farthing (2010)

In Afghanistan, Royal Marines became appalled by dog fighting, and
began to lure strays into their
camp to protect them. When his
tour of duty ended, the author began a long struggle to bring these dogs to a
better life. 636.08 FARTHING

LUCAS

Indestructible: the
unforgettable story of a
marine hero at Iwo Jima
By Jack Lucas (2006)
Wounded when he saved his buddies, the author became the
youngest Marine in history to win
the Medal of Honor. 940.2542

The Zookeeper’s Wife: A war
story
By Diane Ackerman (2007)
The story of the keepers of the
Warsaw zoo, who saved hundreds
of people from the Nazis by hiding
them in all parts of the zoo and
their home, along with the
animals who had survived the bombing of
the city. 940.531 ACK

A Brother’s Journey: Surviving
a Childhood of Abuse
By Richard Pelzer (2006)
In this follow up to A Child Called
It, the author discovers his true
spirit as he recounts a childhood
spent as a target of his alcohol depraved mother’s rage. BIO PELZER
Last Man Down: a firefighter’s
story of survival and escape
from the World Trade Center
By Richard Picciotto (2002)
The inspiring story of the firefighter who stayed in the North Tower
where he helped evacuate disabled and infirm civilians and then
found himself buried for over four
hours after the building collapsed.
363.349 PIC
Ghost Soldiers: The forgotten
story of World War II’s most
dramatic mission
By Hampton Sides (2001)
In January of 1945, 121 men set
off to free 513 POWs held by the
Japanese in a hellish camp in the
Philippines. Among the captives were the
last survivors of the infamous Bataan Death
March. 940.542 SIDES
My Own Country: A doctor’s
story of a town and its people
in the age of AIDS
By Abraham Verghese (1994)
Dr. Verghese becomes, by necessity, the local AIDS expert in the
small city of Johnson, Tennessee
where he is besieged by a shocking number
of men and women whose stories were
compelling and unforgettable.
362.196 VERGHESE

